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About This Game

What is Malfunction?

Malfunction is a puzzle/action game that aims to bring many unique ideas to the table. Malfunction's story evolves around a
planet that is being overtaken by a fierce virus known as the 'Plague'. Your objective is to end this corruption from spreading

furthermore.

Gameplay:

Malfunction will take you on a long riskful journey that'll introduce many friends and foes. With the different characters you
play as, you'll be exploring the vastness of 'Khaugin' and it's environments while completing puzzles, gathering materials to

survive and conquering the enemies that stand before you.

With these playable characters you'll have multiple modes to choose from, each having their own purpose for the right time.

Features:

25 levels and 5 chapters with up to 6-8 hours of gameplay

3 additional game modes, all of which involve mechanics such as racing through goals, stealth attacking enemies, and
fighting waves of enemies/bosses
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25 collectable journal notes that are found throughout the game. These notes give more depth of Malfunction and it's
universe

31 Steam achievements for you to earn throughout the game

FREE updates, adding more content for you to enjoy

With 3 years of development, Malfunction will offer a clean, polished experience that is definitely worth a play
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Barlock Games
Publisher:
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troubleshooting iphone 6 plus won't turn on. troubleshooting mac flapping cisco

Great for anyone who wants a sneak peak on what a game jam looks like and what can be done in little time with only 2 people.
Wish each episode was longer though.. I knew instanly I would enjoy I Can't Escape: Darkness. It blends horror and grid based
CRPG exploration which are two of my favorite genres. The aren't really any RPG elements to speak of but lots of puzzles and
areas to explore. The visual style really reminds me of legend of grimrock with some really nice pixel art graphics. So far, the
only real combat is hitting the watching eyes and killing a few rats here and there. Overall a really atmospheric game and some
really good puzzles that aren't overly difficult.. Old skool feelz, love it!. L is your most pressed button, and it reloads your
checkpoint
ZX are jump and shoot
arrow keys to move
no rebinds

thats basically all you have to say.
. This game s comes with a good feel to it, runs beautifully, good varitey of bosses too. Always trying to beat highscores!
i do recommend this game to thode who love a retro feel. Good music, good achievements.. Not going to go through the whole
good and bad thing. The game appears to be abandoned at this point.. Playing this game reminds me of my youth. When I
played around with my sisters who has all grown up now.. Feels like just1337 just recycled some previous games and did not
really add anything to the gameplay. 4/10. As an experienced jong player i picked this game up on sale for a few bucks. Its got a
sherlock holmes esque storyline to it that you must solve some jong puzzles to solve it. Not bad for a few dollars to kill some
time and play some jong.
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Unfinished.

I also had to ♥♥♥♥ing pay for this. Fun little tower defense game. However, it is quite "child-like" and any adults looking for
more than a "distraction" won't find much.

It's an easy experience, fun and mind-numbing when you need it to be. It's definitely not something to get jazzed up about, but
it's worth it for $5 or less.. Fantastic reminder of the past of humanity. If only all the world's art could be preserved in one VR
space.... The point of the game is kill monsters to fragments of your porn.
Story: 0/10
Music: 7/10
Game mechanics: 6/10, you move left and right, but to get any where you have to jump, let alone evade.
overall: 3/10. I bought this game ridiculously discounted, so seeking a refund is really not worth my time, but that is the only
reason I am not getting one.

If you play this game and ask yourself the question "Wait, did the devs not write a collision algorhythm that ensures the boards
are actually solvable?" then rest assured they really didn't. Which in my opinion makes the game fail at the very basics of a solo
mahjong game. It's a shame, because I otherwise enjoy the cheese of the game itself and would even be willing to overlook the
typos and similar issues.

Save yourself the stress and avoid this.. Immensely game-deprived at a certain point in time, I found Whisper of a Rose on
Steam. My first thought was "It looks very pretty. Immensely pretty, in fact. Whoever made the art for this game was very
good." Honestly, the trailer and blurb sounded so mundane and clich\u00e9 ridden that I considered not giving this the time of
day but I thought, maybe advertising the game was just harder than writing it? So I sat down and started playing it.

Four hours later, I regret this decision. The writing the bland and clich\u00e9 as it gets with only the slightest hint of self-
awareness (which, I will not be afraid to admit, shows promise but I don't care enough to pursue it), the combat never gets
anywhere, and it takes about three hours just to get the ability to upgrade your skills.

But the WORST of it comes when you're going through Butterfly Forest. At one point, you're impeded by a group of butterflies
that you're not allowed to touch else you get cursed. So what you have to do? BACKTRACK TO THE LAST LEVEL to get an
item that will let you pass! Uggggggggggh... Fine, whatever. So I go back but the game misdirects me; I get dragonfly eggs
instead of dragonfly droppings. Or maybe those WERE the dragonfly droppings but I'm not using them right. Either way, I don't
know how to proceed.

I can tell you now that, even if your JRPG well is so dry that your tears are literally the only things that allow it to hold any sort
of liquid, Whisper of a Rose is not worth it. The art is pretty, though. Whoever made the art assets for this game, if you're
reading this, you are fantastic. Sadly, good aesthetics does not a good game make and thus this game has effectively stolen $7.50
of mine that I'm never getting back.. Considering you can't even play the game I wouldn't recommand this game to anyone.
Developers have known about the issue and fail to fix it.. dont buy this game♥♥♥♥♥♥compared to the first 1 no free roam
physics are complete kaka

crashes and damage system is complete poopoo and puke slaped to gether compared to the first game. in this one you just blow
up so you cant loose wheels or break your shocks like the first game. and the boost system does nothing at all only if you have
your truck/car all the way upgraded witch is pretty ♥♥♥♥ing hard to do

and all the tracks and maps suck

and i really dont see any mods being made anytime soon (yes its that bad)

the only bright side of this game compared to the first one is how realistic it looks on max settings.

oh and get this, this game only has maybe 10 maps with different tracks made on them

first game 20 maps at least or more dont remember.
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so instead of buying this game just go get the very first insane game titled 1nsane

im pretty sure you can get it free with no problem now. ZX14 is very poorly represented here. Very disappointing. Removing
the license plate frame also takes the blinkers out leaving empty holes. Disgusting that they charge money for this.
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